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CS 2: Introduction to Programming Methods

xor

⊕



xor 1

p q p⊕q
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0

Some Properties of xor
x⊕0 = x
x⊕x = 0
(x⊕y)⊕ z = x⊕(y⊕ z)
x⊕y = y⊕x
Thus, (Z�2,⊕) forms an abelian group.



Bitwise xor 2

110010⊕ 100101
010111



xor Swapping Trick 3

1 swap(int a, int b) {
2 int temp = a;
3 a = b;
4 b = temp;
5 }

1 swap(int a, int b) {
2 a = a ^ b;
3 b = a ^ b;
4 a = a ^ b;
5 }



CS 2: Introduction to Programming Methods

Games: Part I



Om Nom Nom! 1

Chomp!

Two players. On their turn, a player chooses a square on the chocolate

bar and eats all squares above and to the right. The player who is forced

to eat the “poison” square in the bottom left loses.

If we assume optimal play, who wins in each game? Why?



Why Mathematical Games? 2

AI testbed

Beautiful Mathematical theory

Complexity Theory research

Application of data structures such as trees and graphs

Fusion of math and programming
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Games in the News: 1997 3



Games in the News: 2007 4



Games in the News: 2016 5



Games in the News: 2019 6



Games in the News: 2020 7



Some Definitions 8

Definition (Combinatorial Game)

A two-player game with perfect information (i.e., no hidden state) and

no randomness in which the players alternate turns. Certain positions in

the game are denoted “terminal” and the game ends if any of these

positions are reached.

Definition (Impartial Game)

A combinatorial game in which all players have the same moves available

based on their identity.

Definition (Partisan Game)

A combinatorial game in which players may have di�erent moves

available based on their identity.
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Games Classification 9

Games

Stochastic

PokerPig

Combinatorial

Partisan

ChessOthello

Impartial

Dots and
BoxesChomp



Where We’re Headed 10

“Game” Plan

1 We’ll develop the rich theory of impartial games which will lead us

to some nice recursive definitions and problems.

2 We’ll move into partisan games where we’ll explore “game graphs”

and “search trees”.

3 We’ll take a look at what solving stochastic games might look like.

This series of topics very nicely underlines the core material in this course.
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Chomp: Take 1 11

�→

Mirroring

On a square Chomp! board, the first player has a winning strategy:

Choose (2,2) as the first move.

For all remaining moves, mirror the other player across the diagonal.

Mirroring is highly e�ective!
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Chomp: Take 2 12

�→

Strategy Stealing

Claim: Player 1 has a winning strategy on a rectangular board.

Proof: Consider the move that eats only the top right square. If this

positions “leads“ to a win, make that move. If it doesn’t, then player 2

has a winning move. Note that since the remaining board is a strict

sub-board of the original one, the first player could have made that

winning move!
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More Formally Now! 13

Definition (Position)

A position is a collection of pieces of information that represent the

state of a game.

Definition (Move)

A legal move is a mapping from one position to another position using

the rules defined by the specific game.

Definition (Terminal Position)

A terminal position is a position in which no legal move is possible.

These positions are “terminal” because they represent the end of a game.

Winners Gotta Win!

All terminal positions are losing positions.

From every losing position, all moves are to winning positions.

From every winning position, there is a move to a losing position.
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Standard Terminology 14

Definition (P-Position)

A P-Position is a win for the previous player. That is, whomever just

moved can win.

Definition (N-Position)

An N-Position is a win for the next player. That is, whomever is about

to move can win.

Winners Gotta Win!

All terminal positions are P-Positions.

From every P-Position, all moves are to N-Positions.

From every N-Position, there is a move to a P-Position position.
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Nim 15

Let’s play a game...

Nim

Two player game. On your turn, you may take any number of coins from
a single pile. If you cannot take at least one coin, you lose.



Too Hard? How about one pile? 16

One Pile Nim

Two player game. On your turn, you may take any number of coins from
the pile. If you cannot take at least one coin, you lose.

Too Easy...

P = {0}
N =N�{0}
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Two Piles! 17

Two Pile Nim

Two player game. On your turn, you may take any number of coins from
one of the two piles. If you cannot take at least one coin, you lose.

What do we already know?

(0,0) ∈P
(0,x) ∈N
(x,0) ∈N

Any ideas on a general strategy?

Position Classification

P = {(x,x) � x ∈N}
N = {(x,y) � x,y ∈N and x ≠ y}

How about three piles? How about n piles?
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Bouton’s Theorem 18

Claim

We claim that a nim position x = (x0, . . . ,xn) is a P-Position i�

x0⊕�⊕xn = 0.

We go by strong induction on x0+�+xn.(0, . . . ,0) is the only terminal position and 0⊕0�⊕0 = 0.

Consider a position (x0, . . . ,xn). Two cases:

Case 1: x0⊕�⊕xn = 0
Consider an arbitrary move where the player takes from pile i. Then,
x′i < xi. Note that if x0⊕�xi⊕xn = x0⊕�x′i�⊕xn, then it follows that
xi = x′i . Since x0⊕�⊕xn = 0, x0⊕x′i ⊕�⊕xn ≠ 0.
Case 2: x0⊕�⊕xn ≠ 0
Let X = x0⊕�⊕xn = (d0d1�dq)2. We aim to find a position in which
a single pile is (1) smaller and (2) makes X = 0.

Consider the left-most bit of X , where di = 1. (This is exists because
X ≠ 0.)
Choose x j such that the ith bit of x j is also 1. (If they were all
zeroes, di would also be zero.)
Choose x′j such that the ith bit of x j is flipped i� d j = 1.

Trivially, X ⊕x j⊕x′j = 0, because we rigged it that way above. Also,
x′j < x j, because the most significant bit we flipped was 1→ 0.
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Case 2: x0⊕�⊕xn ≠ 0
Let X = x0⊕�⊕xn = (d0d1�dq)2.

We aim to find a position in which
a single pile is (1) smaller and (2) makes X = 0.

Consider the left-most bit of X , where di = 1. (This is exists because
X ≠ 0.)
Choose x j such that the ith bit of x j is also 1. (If they were all
zeroes, di would also be zero.)
Choose x′j such that the ith bit of x j is flipped i� d j = 1.

Trivially, X ⊕x j⊕x′j = 0, because we rigged it that way above. Also,
x′j < x j, because the most significant bit we flipped was 1→ 0.
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